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rends in state/population-based Down syndrome screening
nd invasive prenatal testing with introduction of first
rimester combined Down syndrome screening, South
ustralia 1995-2005
oseph R. Wax, MD
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creening for Down syndrome historically consisted of sim-
ply determining a woman’s age at delivery. If she was at

east 35 years old, she had “screened positive” and was offered
second-trimester diagnostic amniocentesis. The late 1980s

nd early 1990s introduced population-based second-trimes-
er maternal serum screening, initially with alpha-fetoprotein
lone, subsequently in combination with �-human chorionic
onadotropin, unconjugated estriol, and inhibin-A. Improved
ltrasound imaging and elucidation of prenatal sonographic

eatures of trisomy 21 gave rise to the “genetic sonogram” in
he mid 1990s. These screening tools increased Down syn-
rome detection while decreasing the amniocentesis rate.1,2

hese observations were even more remarkable because they
oincided with a trend toward increasing maternal age at child-
earing. Nonetheless, the sequence of screening and diagnosis
id not begin until mid second trimester.
Further refinements in ultrasound evaluation, coupled with

arly prenatal diagnosis by chorionic villus sampling (CVS),
nabled visionary investigators to explore the potential of first-
rimester Down syndrome screening. Their efforts led to nu-
hal translucency screening, first as a stand-alone test and later
s part of the combined screening that included maternal se-
um �-human chorionic gonadotropin and pregnancy-associ-
ted plasma protein A. The latter approach has been de rigueur
n many European centers for the past decade, which proved
ffective in both high-risk and general obstetric populations.3

owever, until 2004, the American College of Obstetricians
nd Gynecologists maintained that “until further studies con-
rm the efficacy of first trimester nuchal translucency screen-

ng, with or without serum markers, this modality is not rec-
mmended for routine clinical use.”4

Two large US multicenter investigations confirmed the effi-
acy of first-trimester combined screening, which suggested
imilar or improved trisomy 21 detection at lower screen-pos-
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tive rates than did second-trimester multiple marker screen-
ng.5,6 The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
ists subsequently noted “first-trimester screening for Down
yndrome and trisomy 18 is an option” when specific criteria
ere met that included appropriate ultrasound training and
ngoing quality monitoring, comprehensive patient counsel-

ng regarding available screening tests, and the availability of
iagnostic testing for women with positive screening tests.7

Although combined screening performs consistently in clin-
cal trials and the hands of experts where such prerequisites are
nsured, the true performance of the method in population-
ased clinical practice was unknown. Muller et al demonstrate
hat combined screening may become widely accepted by cli-
icians and patients and may result in significantly fewer sec-
nd-trimester serum screens. Moreover, after the implemen-
ation of the first-trimester program, significantly fewer
omen underwent invasive prenatal diagnosis, and fewer pro-

edures were performed per aneuploidy detected. Yet, the
verall trisomy 21 detection rate remained stable. These find-

ngs are notable especially because the obstetric population’s
ge increased significantly over the study period.

The current investigation draws from several strengths that
nclude a single heavily populated geographic region with cen-
ralized screening, data collection, and auditing. Nuchal trans-
ucency measurements were performed in 10 centers by trained
onographers who underwent continuous rigorous quality

onitoring. The near-complete data ascertainment is notable,
nd trisomy 21 detection rates are consistent with previous
eports.

However, the current report’s design was subject potentially
o the under ascertainment of Down syndrome cases, which led
o the falsely increased detection rate. The authors, however,
ccounted for this possibility in a novel manner by additionally
eporting detection rates that considered combined screen-
ositive fetuses that did not undergo prenatal diagnosis as af-

ected. Of note, the screen-positive threshold for second-tri-
ester serum screening shifted during the study period from 1

n 405 to 1 in 300 because of increasing screen-positive rates.
hus, the degree to which this change, rather than the intro-
uction of combined screening, contributed to the declining
se of invasive diagnostic procedures, remains unknown.
Two concerns commonly arise in first-trimester screening

iscussions. The first issue is the impact of broad-based com-
ined screening on second-trimester serum screening validity.

n addition to spontaneous losses, additional Down syndrome
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2

etuses that are detected through combined screening will
ikely undergo pregnancy termination, which will reduce the
ool of affected fetuses who are subjected to second-trimester
creening. If second-trimester screen-positive thresholds re-

ain unchanged after the introduction of combined screening,
omen who undergo second-trimester screening may experi-

nce higher screen-positive rates with lower positive predictive
alues and potentially more invasive procedures per detected
neuploidy fetus. Integrated screening may mitigate this con-
ern. Although the current study did not seek to address the
ssue, the rapid acceptance of first-trimester screening at the
xpense of second-trimester serum testing suggests that the
oncern is clinically relevant and worthy of evaluation.

The second matter relates to the availability of prenatal di-
gnosis for combined screen-positive women. A benefit of
rst-trimester screening is first-trimester diagnosis by CVS.
omewhat surprisingly, Muller et al noted a stable CVS rate
fter instituting combined screening. Potential explanations
or this unexpected finding include clinician bias in counseling
or CVS-associated risks and limited availability of CVS ser-
ices. Alternatively, the stable CVS rate simply may reflect the
mproved efficiency of combined screening in the authors’
opulation, with fewer invasive procedures per detected aneu-
loidy. Because CVS availability is of concern in the United
tates, this observation warrants further study.
Arguably, we are witnessing the greatest paradigm shift in

renatal Down syndrome screening and diagnosis of the past
0 years. The practice of offering invasive prenatal diagnosis
olely on the basis of maternal age, which has been a given for
enerations of obstetricians, now has been abandoned justifi-

bly in favor of more efficient screening options.8 The study by G

86 American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology APRIL 2007
uller et al demonstrates that first-trimester screening is clin-
cally practical and likely to find the same broad acceptance
ith the same well-recognized advantages of second-trimester

erum screening. However, this practice shift is not without
onsequences for first-trimester diagnosis and second-trimes-
er screening. These authors and others with centralized pro-
rams have the opportunity to answer these clinically impor-
ant questions. f
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